
The Marib
Initiative
مبـــــادرة مـــــــأرب

This 9-point document was presented on the initiative of Sayyed 
Abdul Malek Baddreddin Alhouthi as a preliminary proposal for 
lasting peace in the Ma’rib Governorate, and a proposal meant 
for the cessation of all hostilities.

Formation of a joint administration from the people of 
Marib to manage the governorate and its affairs 
collectively and equitably in all fields and stopping any 
forms of foreign interference in its affairs.

1.

Formation of a joint security force with mutual 
leadership from the people of Marib to manage 
Security Affairs in the governorate following the joint 
administration in command and the expulsion of all 
foreign forces.

2.

Commitment to the quotas of other governorates’ 
share of gas and oil, ensuring their delivery and 
distribution together with any other services according 
to a correct criteria.

4.

The complete evacuation of ISIS and al-Qaeda groups 
from Marib.

3.



Forming a joint committee to address the necessary 
technical aspects for the reparation of the Safer - Ras 
Issa oil pipeline and resume the oil pumping and repair 
of Marib’s Gas-fired Power Station. Oil and gas 
revenues are to be deposited into a special account to 
distribute salaries and support the humanitarian 
situation, while giving Marib priority.

5.

Ensuring the security and freedom of movement in 
Marib for all citizens and to not intercept travelers in 
light of the conflict. Also, the release of
kidnapped travelers.

6.

The release of all kidnapped people of Marib.7.

Ensuring the security and freedom of the citizens of 
Marib, making sure that they are not assaulted, and to 
compensate those affected for the damages they have 
suffered.

8.

The return of the displaced people from Marib to their 
areas, villages and properties.

9.
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